Kris says:
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>

CTO_Wolfe says:
::stands outside the ambassadors quarters...running a security sweep with his tricorder::

CO_Olbrun says:
::leans back in the captain's seat on the bridge::

SCI-Louis says:
:: On the bridge reviewing routine atmospheric requirements ::

CEO_Jorda says:
:: in Engineering, making out duty rosters ::

FCO_Ens_W says:
@::paces back and forth, waiting::

CMO_Wells says:
:: at ambassdor's quaters making sure the bio settings for them are correct::

CTO_Wolfe ::taps combadge:: *CEO*  Engineering, have all the modifications been made to the Ambassadors Quarters? (#.wav)

AsstE_Tal says:
:: in Engineering analyzing environmental support::

CEO_Jorda says:
*CTO*: we are resetting the rotation of the Gtravitron Stators as we speek

FCO_Ens_W says:
@Computer:  Time?

CO_Olbrun says:
*Tac* Report, Commander.

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: how are the environmental changes coming ?

CTO_Wolfe says:
::gets reading from tricorder::  *CEO*  Understood....Wolfe out

AsstE_Tal says:
*CO*  Will be done in 5 min.

Kris says:
ACTION: THE U.S.S. SEARBUCK IS APPROACHING THE RENDEZVOUS POINT AND AWAITING THE U.S.S. GANYMEDE.

CTO_Wolfe says:
*Bridge*  Captain, security sweeps are clear.  The rooms are clean.  Engineering reports they are about to finish with the artificial gravity...

AsstE_Tal says:
*Jordan* I want to run  a diagnostic on the environmental backup systems.

CTO_Wolfe says:
CMO:  Is the new atmosphere ready?

CMO_Wells says:
CTO::  Bio containment and all biological components are in fully working order to specs. Just need the final adjustment to the physical portions by engineering.

CO_Olbrun says:
::she nods:: FCO: Time to Searbuck?

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: no problem

CO_Olbrun says:
<FCO>1 minute, sir.

AsstE_Tal says:
::running diagnostic on env backup systems::

CTO_Wolfe says:
*CEO*  Engineering, please relay to Doctor Wells when the gravity is online.

CMO_Wells says:
CTo: Atmospheric seals and pressure, and locks are fully functional.

SCI-Louis says:
:: Notices Searbuck :: Captain: The Searbuck is awaiting our hail.

CEO_Jorda says:
*CMO*: Aye sir

CO_Olbrun says:
Louis: Hail them.

CTO_Wolfe says:
Wells:  I'll be on the bridge ::snaps the tricorder shut quickly and heads back down the corridor toward the lifts::

SCI-Louis Captain: Aye sir, hailing. (~.wav)

CO_Olbrun says:
::she stays seated, not quite calm about this mission::

SCI-Louis says:
Captain: Hailing frequencies open.

CEO_Jorda Ens Jordan to CMO Wells (Hailing.wav)

CTO_Wolfe says:
::steps onto a lift::  Bridge....

CMO_Wells says:
:: stays by quaters to make sure everything is as it should be and that they are comfortablw::

Kris says:
<Ensign Macy>  ::on U.S.S. Searbuck::

CMO_Wells *CEO*: Yes. (#.wav)

CO_Olbrun says:
*Searbuck* This is Captain Olbrun of the Ganymede. I understand you have our FCO on board.

CTO_Wolfe ::arrives on the bridge and retakes his station, quickly logging on:: (Console.wav)

SCI-Louis says:
:: Recieves message from Searbuck with FCO coordinates for transport ::

Kris says:
<Ensign Macy>  *Ganymede* This is the Searbuck.  We will beam your FCO on board at this time.  He's taken us for all we're worth over here.  Watch him at poker if you know what's good for you.

CEO_Jorda says:
*CMO* the gravity fields in the Cellusians quarters are now functioning at specified parameters.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::reads the ships status update quickly, efficently::

Adm_Uroot says:
@::reading Masefield's poetry::

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: how is that diagnostic coming ?

Kris says:
<Ensign Macy>  *Ganymede*  Beaming now.

CO_Olbrun says:
::she laughs:: *Searbuck* Noted, Ensign. Thank you.

FCO_Ens_W  (Transporter.wav)

AsstE_Tal says:
Jorda: I am done sir.

Kris says:
ACTION: ENSIGN JOSEPH WILLIAMS BEAMS ABOARD THE U.S.S. GANYMEDE FOR HIS FIRST ASSIGNMENT OUT OF THE ACADEMY.

CTO_Wolfe says:
CO:  Shall I meet Ensign Williams in the transporter room Captain?

FCO_Ens_W says:
::looks around::

SCI-Louis says:
Captain: The Searbuck is moving away, the transport is completed.

CO_Olbrun says:
Wolfe* Yes.

AsstE_Tal says:
Jorda: I want to make sure the IDF is adjusted for the low gravity areas.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::turns sharply and exits the bridge...zipping down to TR3::

Adm_Uroot says:
@::" all I ask is a tall ship and a star to sail her by"::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Thinks that an FCO on this bridge will be a nice addition and reduce some stress ::

Kris says:
ACTION: THE U.S.S. SEARBUCK LEAVES, TAKING A MUCH POORER AND SLIGHTLY WISER CREW WITH HER.

CO_Olbrun says:
::she decides to hold position until the FCO gets here, then will give the order to get to the Starbase::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::arrives in the TR, noticing the new officer::

CTO_Wolfe says:
FCO:  Ensign Williams?

FCO_Ens_W says:
::goes to nearest turbolift::  Bridge.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::raises an eyebrow as the Ensign walks right by him::

SCI-Louis says:
:: As the Captain waves her hand, it is understood that we will hold position. Begins working on routine sensor diagnostics ::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::follows...catching the next lift::

Adm_Uroot says:
@::the ocean is a wild call which may not be denied::

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: good call Ensign. Go for it .

CMO_Wells *CEO/AssE:  how are the Atomosphere  processors working? (#.wav)

AsstE_Tal says:
:: checking IDF::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she sits back, waiting for the FCO to get up here::

FCO_Ens_W says:
::arrives on bridge, finds seat, and sits down::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Transfers Flight controls to the Ensign ::

Adm_Uroot says:
@::tides ebb and flow, and I and old salt::

FCO_Ens_W says:
::looks at flight controls for a moment::

CO_Olbrun says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Williams: Ensign, set course for Starbase 286, and engage at warp 5.

AsstE_Tal says:
::Adjusting IDF system::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::arrives shortly after the FCO, walking up behind the Captain::  <W>  CO:  It would appear our new FCO is a bit over eager...

CTO_Wolfe says:
::returns to his post::

FCO_Ens_W says:
CO:  Aye

CO_Olbrun says:
::she stifles a smile:: Tac: Noted, Commander.

Adm_Uroot says:
@::I remember Boston, and O'le Ironsides::

AsstE_Tal says:
Jorda: IDF adjustments complete sir.

CMO_Wells says:
*CEO: I have my end of the bio sealsand such but may I ask about how are you going to handle the 5 meter hight problem.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::makes sure the security teams have made a double check on the security precautions::

CMO_Wells says:
:: tricoders scanns show that atmosphere is still not operational::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::brings up data from "The Big Board" about ship movements in the area....nothing unusual::

CEO_Jorda says:
*CMO*: i'm still working on that one. I'll let you know.

Adm_Uroot says:
@::listens to the grandfather clock chime::

CO_Olbrun says:
::reviews a padd in her hand, and waits for word that the quarters for the delegates are prepared::

Kris says:
ACTION: THE GANYMEDE IS APPROACHING THE STARBASE.

FCO_Ens_W says:
::looks around bridge::

FCO_Ens_W says:
CO:  We are approaching the starbase

CO_Olbrun says:
Williams: ETA?

Adm_Uroot says:
@::looking out observation deck::

FCO_Ens_W says:
CO:  2 minutes

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: you are gonna hate this, but we need to modify Holodeck 2, to accomodate the Cellusians. I misread my report !!

Adm_Uroot says:
@:; if it were up to me, we'd still have Constitution Class ships running round::

AsstE_Tal says:
Jordan: On my way.

CO_Olbrun says:
::she nods at this:: *CMO* Dr. Wells, how are the modifications coming? We have 2 minutes to Starbase.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::takes note that the USS Hood is also around the Starbase...no doubt the Admiral's "TaxiT::

CEO_Jorda says:
*Engineering* All available personnel, report to Holodeck 2.

AsstE_Tal says:
:: leaving engineering go to holodeck 2::

CEO_Jorda *CMO* (#.wav)

AsstE_Tal says:
:: in the turbo lift::

CMO_Wells says:
Co: My end is up and running but i don't see how the 5 meter tall guest are going to like a 2 meter tall  quarters.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::wonders if Lt. Killdare and Dr. Livingstone are still serving on the Hood::

CMO_Wells *CEO: Yes? (#.wav)

CEO_Jorda says:
:; working on Gravitron Stators::

CO_Olbrun says:
*Wells* Creative design, perhaps? What has Engineering come up with.

Adm_Uroot says:
@::sees Ganemede, there's a Bonnie ship::

AsstE_Tal says:
:: at holodeck 2::

CEO_Jorda says:
*CMO*: Holodeck 2 is being prepared for the Cellusians.

Adm_Uroot says:
@::probably fast, heh::

AsstE_Tal says:
::programming ALPHA 1 programming for Cellusians::

CMO_Wells says:
*CO: Engineerin hasn't informed me of anything... wait :: hears CEO's message::  They are moving them to Holodeck 2::

AsstE_Tal says:
*Jorda* I will be done soon sir.

FCO_Ens_W says:
CO:  Should I dock, or orbit the starbase?

CEO_Jorda says:
*Tal*:: finishes configuring stators :: understood

CMO_Wells says:
*Ceo: I'll be there as fast as I can.. :: heads for TL to holodeck::

Adm_Uroot says:
@*Uroot to Ganymede* Ahoy there

CO_Olbrun says:
Williams: Put us in orbit.

AsstE_Tal says:
:: program complete::

CEO_Jorda says:
*CMO*: bring a "grease" rag.

FCO_Ens_W says:
::alters course for orbit::

CO_Olbrun says:
*Uroot* This is Captain Olbrun. We are prepared to beam you over as soon as we settle into orbit.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::raises an eyebrow and quickly reacitvates the security protocols....switching them to the Holodeck...::

AsstE_Tal says:
*Jorda* I have completed the program. I suggest we secure it.

CMO_Wells says:
:: arrives on Holodeck::

CEO_Jorda says:
*Tal*: on my way

CTO_Wolfe says:
::thinks:  Was anyone going to tell me, or prey I just caught it in the conversations....::

Adm_Uroot says:
@*Captain Olbrun* whenever you're ready, I'll be here

CEO_Jorda says:
::arrives in holodeck 2::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Curious, begins to inquire and review computer data on the Cellusions and their social background ::

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: go ahead and secure program.

CMO_Wells says:
CTO: Have you been informed of the change in quaters of our guests?

AsstE_Tal says:
Jorda: We should secure the program.

CO_Olbrun says:
*Uroot* Understood. Please stand by.

AsstE_Tal says:
Jorda : ok.

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: go ahead

Adm_Uroot says:
@::looking at all the fine ships in the bay::

AsstE_Tal says:
:: Securing program::

CMO_Wells says:
Tal/jordan: How far have you gotten?

CEO_Jorda says:
*CMO*: where are you ?

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: oh there you are

CTO_Wolfe *CMO*  I have caught it through conversations...reworking security protocols now doctor.... (#.wav)

CMO_Wells says:
CEO: Right behind you :: taps him on the shoulder::

AsstE_Tal says:
Wells: The holodeck is ready for use.

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: are the Cellusian going to be moving around the ship?

Adm_Uroot says:
@::oooh there's a Sovereign, love to get my paws on that::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Reads that the Cellusions are known as a peaceful species which like to build things... cities, bridges, monuments, and very large ones at that ::

AsstE_Tal says:
Wells: I am securing the program.

CO_Olbrun says:
*Uroot* Stand by to transport.

CTO_Wolfe ::finishes the transfer of security measures to Holodeck 2......and finishes typing with a bit of a flourish:: (Console.wav)

CMO_Wells says:
Engineers:  Have you got the airlock and  atmospheric seals ? Yes they will be but have E-suits to walkaround in

Adm_Uroot says:
@*Captain* Thank you

CO_Olbrun says:
Wolfe: I will be in Transporter Room 1.

FCO_Ens_W says:
::stares at the huge starbase on the viewscreen::

CO_Olbrun says:
*TR1* Please prepare to beam the admiral aboard.

SCI-Louis says:
:: ....continues reading and sees that Cellusions posess the technology to build extremely tall structures in low gravity environments. ::

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: All atmospheric conditions have been modified to accomodate

AsstE_Tal says:
Jorda: program secured.

CMO_Wells says:
:: checks bio protocols:: Enginers:  Gravity gens been tested yet?

CO_Olbrun says:
::she takes a TL to TR1, and gives the order to transport::

FCO_Ens_W says:
::yawns::

CEO_Jorda says:
Tal: go back to eng and reroute power so that we have some sort of backup for this holodeck

Adm_Uroot says:
@::feels his molecules being scrambled like eggs, ack::

AsstE_Tal says:
Jorda: Aye sir

CO_Olbrun says:
::she waits while Ensign Yu initiates transport::

AsstE_Tal says:
::heading to engineering::

Kris says:
%<Cellusian Ambassador>  *Ganymede*  This is Ambassador Theyahlzziwxtoodoo.  I am prepared to beam aboard at your signal.

Adm_Uroot says:
::arrives::

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: do you need me for anything else rite now ?

CMO_Wells says:
CEo: Good.  my scanns show those are up to procols so check off they can breath, and I had the food processor files transfered here, so they can eat, the program will let them walk around and sleep, now can they walk aound?

Kris says:
%<Cellusian Ambassador>  *Ganymede*  Please call me 'Theya'.

AsstE_Tal says:
:: in turbo lift::

Kris says:
%<Cellusian Ambassador>  ::patiently awaiting the Ganymede's transport beam::

Adm_Uroot says:
Captain Olbrun: permission to come aboard

AsstE_Tal says:
:: arrived on deck 33 - main engineering::

SCI-Louis says:
*Captain* The Cellusions are ready for transport.

AsstE_Tal says:
::in engineering::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Taps acknowledgement to Cellusians and prepares for transport ::\

CO_Olbrun says:
Admiral: Granted. As we have the Cellusian delagation arriving momentarily, I would ask that Lieutenant Ai see you to your quarters. I will meet with you shortly.

CMO_Wells says:
CEo: I think everything is at protocol, if you guys have the gravity generators working? Do you/

CO_Olbrun says:
*CEO* Are the quarters ready for the Cellusians?

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: of course

Adm_Uroot says:
Captain: of course, I'd like to tour your ship if you don't mind

CEO_Jorda says:
*CO*: Yes Ma'am

CMO_Wells says:
:: snaps tricorder witha click: CEo: then we are all set for our guest . :: smiles::

AsstE_Tal says:
:: configuring holodeck 3 for backup::

CTO_Wolfe says:
*Ambassador*  This is LtCmdr Wolfe. Accomidations have been arranged Ambassador.  You can beam over at any time.

Kris says:
%<Theya>  ::calmly smoothing tunic and hoping to make a good impression at these final negotiations::

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: you bet, noone has told wether or not they smell:: laughs::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she smiles slightly:: I'm sure that will be more than all right, Admiral. Take your time.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::hopes to heck that they have finished the modifications::

Adm_Uroot says:
Captain: thank you, its the little pleasures for this salt

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: well i need to get back to Eng, see ya later !

AsstE_Tal says:
:: creating transporter program to perform site to site transport in case any catstrophic problems::

Adm_Uroot says:
::goes off and wanders around::

CMO_Wells says:
:: laughs:: Ceo: they havn't let's just wait here to make sure the quarters are as they want them.  I know they're harmless but i'd hate to offend them.

CTO_Wolfe says:
*CMO*  Prepare for the Ambassadors Arrival...
*CO*  Captain, the ambassadors are ready to beam over.

CO_Olbrun says:
::she heads to Holodeck 2, and makes certain she has procured a breathing mask for the environment::

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: ok, but if they smell, i'm outa here:: laughs::

CO_Olbrun says:
*Wolfe* Initiate transport.

Adm_Uroot says:
::I'd love to speed around in this boat, but ah protocols::

AsstE_Tal says:
:: setting tardeting scanner for cellusian life forms and incorporating into program::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::motions for Louis to begin the transport::

CMO_Wells says:
*CTO:  We have the welcome mat out for them here on the holodeck. When ever they are ready.

SCI-Louis :: Taps the board to begin the transport :: (TRANSPORter.wav)

AsstE_Tal says:
::calling it program Bravo 2::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she uses a site to site transport to enter the Holodeck::

SCI-Louis says:
*Captain* Transport completed.

CO_Olbrun says:
:;waits for the ambassador to materialise::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::still miffed that the FCO never answered him.....what do they teach them at the academy::

FCO_Ens_W says:
::looks for a game PADD::

CO_Olbrun says:
*Louis* Acknowledged.

SCI-Louis says:
:: Steps over to the command console and brings up status on all visitors quarters as routine follow-up ::

AsstE_Tal says:
*Jorda* I have created a contigency procedure.

Adm_Uroot says:
::goes to observation deck::

CEO_Jorda says:
*Tal*: good, what about the backup for the holodeck?

CTO_Wolfe says:
::walks back around to tac....:: Louis:  Well...here we go...  ::checks the security protocols...and they are still in place::

FCO_Ens_W says:
CTO:  I don't believe we've been formally introduced...

CTO_Wolfe says:
FCO:  Introduced "Sir."

Adm_Uroot says:
::serene and peaceful are the stars, the home of life::

SCI-Louis says:
:; Nods to Wolfe and steps back to the Engineering station to oversee the status of the operations ::

FCO_Ens_W says:
CTO:  Did I see you down by the Transporter Room?

CTO_Wolfe says:
FCO:  I hope what you meant to say was "I don't believe we have been introduced sir"

Kris says:
::materializing in the Holodeck on the Ganymede::

FCO_Ens_W says:
::uh, yeah::

Kris says:
<Theya>  :;smoothing tunic and noting blue skin tone is satisfactory to make a good impression::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she waits with a breathing mask on to greet them::

CO_Olbrun says:
Theya: Welcome to the Ganymede, Ambassador.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::begins to ignore the FCO until he shows the kind of respect he should have been taught at the Academy::

Kris says:
<Theya>  ::smiling pleasantly::  Thank you Captain.  I'm pleased to be here...

Kris says:
<Theya>  ::gazing serenely downward at the Captain::

Adm_Uroot says:
::time has been good to me, the clay I have sculpted from::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she realises she'll need a little time with a chiropractor after this...or a stool to stand on::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::double checks the long range sensors....no unusual ship activity....three neutronic fuel carriers....::

CO_Olbrun says:
Theya: If there is anything that I can do to make your time on my ship more pleasant, please let me know.

AsstE_Tal says:
:: configuring other gravity generator  in the area to provide backup in case on holodeck failure::

Kris says:
<Theya>  Thank you Captain.  We are honored by your courtesy.

FCO_Ens_W says:
checks to make sure we are still circling this big hunk of metal in space::

Adm_Uroot says:
::reading in a comfy chair with his glasses::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Still curious, transfers computer request on Cellusians background to the engineering station for further review ::

CMO_Wells says:
*CO*: How are our guest taking the acomadations?

Kris says:
<Theya>  ::impressed at the obvious work that went into the accomodations::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::turns and walks back around to "The Big Chair", checking the latest reports from Stellar Cartography...::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she nods:: Theya: Again, if you need anything, feel free to contact me. If you will excuse me, I have duties to attend to.

Adm_Uroot says:
::strokes white beard, thinks he looks a little like Santa::

Kris says:
<Theya>  ::bowing deeply::  You are most attentive and thoughtful Captain.  Thank you.

Adm_Uroot says:
::ah well peace on Earth::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she taps her commbadge and initiates a beam out ::

FCO_Ens_W says:
::wonders if "Sir" Wolfe stole his game PADD::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::sits back, crossing legs and reading the latest reports out of SF Command::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she meets with Wells outside the Holodeck:: Wells: Doctor, they seem to be just fine. Keep an eye on things, if you would.

CO_Olbrun says:
::she then heads back to the bridge::

CMO_Wells says:
Co: I will sir.

CEO_Jorda says:
:: thinks i'll get to speak to her face to face one day ::

Adm_Uroot says:
::well its time to begin::

CTO_Wolfe says:
ALL:  Captain on the Bridge!  ::stands and returns to his station::

CO_Olbrun says:
::she enters the bridge, and heads for her seat::

Adm_Uroot says:
::puts book away in quarters and puts on dress uniform::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Continues scanning activities on the holodeck to verify the state of the environment ::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::logs back into the TAC station::

CMO_Wells says:
:: sets up read out from holodeck enviromentals to sickbay monitor then heads for TL::

Adm_Uroot says:
::places on mask and heads for delegation::

CEO_Jorda says:
:: follows Wells to tl::

CO_Olbrun says:
:;she takes her seat, noting that nothing has changed in her absence::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::brings security readings of the Holodeck with the delegation in it::

CMO_Wells says:
CEo: where you heading ME or Bridge?

CTO_Wolfe says:
CO:  The ship is still at station keeping Captain....we're holding position in orbit

Adm_Uroot says:
*Adm Uroot to Ambassador*, permission to begin talks

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: Bridge

CO_Olbrun says:
Wolfe: Thank you, Commander.

Kris says:
ACTION: THERE IS NO ANSWER TO THE ADMIRAL'S DOORBELL.

FCO_Ens_W says:
::places ship on auto-pilot::

CMO_Wells says:
computer:  Bridge  and then SB :: smiles::

Adm_Uroot says:
*Uroot to Bridge* please contact the delegation and request permission to begin talks*

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: why thankyou

CTO_Wolfe says:
::looks up at the strange request from the Admiral::

CMO_Wells says:
CEo: Welcome  :: smiles::

CO_Olbrun says:
*Treya* Ambassador, Admiral Uroot is ready to begin talks. Please acknowledge.

Kris says:
ACTION: THERE IS NO RESPONSE TO THE CAPTAIN'S PAGE.

SCI-Louis says:
:: Tilts head at the unusual request ::

CMO_Wells says:
:: TL opens onto bridge:: CEo: your stop Mr.

CTO_Wolfe says:
::makes a note to have SecTeam Alpha get ready::

SCI-Louis says:
:: Continues scanning ::

Adm_Uroot says:
::hmm::

CO_Olbrun says:
Wolfe: Run a scan on the Cellusian delegation- we're getting no response.

CEO_Jorda says:
CMO: thanx::leaves tl::

CEO_Jorda says:
::walks to eng station::

Adm_Uroot says:
::strange::

SCI-Louis says:
:: moves from engineering station to science station ::

CMO_Wells says:
CEo: Welcome :: as TL closes and heads for SB::

CEO_Jorda says:
::notices info on Cellusians::

CTO_Wolfe says:
::runs a standard security sweep of the Holodeck, not believing what he's seeing:: CO:  Captain, I am getting no reading of the Delegation

CMO_Wells says:
:: enters Sickbayand checks reading on delegation's holodeck::

CO_Olbrun says:
*Uroot* Stand by. We're running some scans to see what's going on.

Kris says:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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